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ACE Solution excited to represent SENSORVIEW to provide mmWave / 5G antennas and RF cables. SENSORVIEW is a
company with creative and competitive solutions in the next generation of 5G and IoT mobile communications using the
convergence with differentiated materials and design technologies.
SENSORVIEW provide the high-performance mmWave antennas are specially designed to improve the overall efficiency of
5G network infrastructure, wireless equipment, and test and measurement. In addition, SENSORVIEW can support a wide
range of microwave cable assemblies, including multiple test lines for FlexStable, UltraRG, Aeroflon and Micro.
SENSORVIEW's research on advanced materials has developed and produced products with lighter weight, higher
flexibility, lower loss and lighter weight, and provides EMI shielding at a competitive price. In terms of developing IoT
devices, we provide various software/hardware solutions.
Tony Hsu, Marketing Vice President of ACE Solution , said: "We are very happy to co-work with SENSORVIEW.
SENSORVIEW's products are widely used in test and measurement, 5G infrastructure, 5G wireless equipment, aerospace
and defense, V2X and other industries, and SENSORVIEW is well received worldwide. Innovative technology trusted by 5G
leaders, and cooperation with the world's leading 5G companies, such as STMicroelectronics (ST) and Lots Global leading
Microwave Instruments manufacturers."
Jaeseon Kim, General Manager of SENSORVIEW, said: "The development of the past five to six years has focused on R&D
and technology and product development. Now we are building sales and networks around the world. I think through
cooperation with the ACE team, we can quickly approach Taiwan and China end customers , especially Taiwan, is a
research and development center for the global technology industry."
Customers in Taiwan can improve the provision of SENSORVIEW product solutions and services through ACE Solution,
which is highly anticipated, such as 5G mmWave applications such as Antennas, Cables, Connectors & Adapter and other
product selection and optimization The connection environment, such as the SENSORVIEW antenna, can provide very
small broadband coverage and high gain performance. Peter Lee, Business Opportunity Development Manager of ACE
Solution, added: "Due to the high quality and cost-effectiveness of SENSORVIEW, can satisfy the energy of 5G wireless
equipment and network infrastructure testing, product inquiries are very high, and the overall solution is very
competitive."
Based in the field of wireless communication testing for 20 years, ACE Solution insists on standing with customers,
providing software/hardware integration solutions for wireless test equipment systems that meet customer needs and
create a win-win situation. It has been great accomplished sales in Taiwan and China. Technical team service and support,
providing customers with diversified choices & continue success of wireless testing integration services.
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